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110 The Shaping of Ireland 

still in production at the present time. 
So: had the Irish mapmaker been reduced to the na�ele�s 

obscurity of an industrial labourer? An unfortunate ?estmy i? 
some ways, no doubt, chough the rest of society_ might s�e �t 

as a fair price to pay for a really good map. But m_ fac� this is 

not quite what happened. A few years after reJectmg the 

Ordnance Survey's four shillings a day, John Hampton found 

work in another government department, the General 

Valuation Office, which did offer . a reaso�able ... salary to 

qualified applicants. His task, begun m Derry m 18.,�, was to 

annotate the new ordnance map with coloured h!1es and 

reference numbers .recording land tenure and agricultural 

productivity and so providing the basis for a reform of 

Ireland:sJocal taxation system. . . . . . 
- The taxman's office may not seem a very mspmng d�stmy 

for a new map, but the work of the Valuation was typical of 

much other cartographic activity, 1?ased �n the Ordnance 

Survey map and involving such vaned subjects �s farm and 

estate management, the making of roads and railways, the 

reform of local government boundaries, and the advancement 

or-knowledge in geology and archaeol��Y· Far fr�m 

depressing all Irish cartography to a condit10� of _ slavish 

routine the Ordnance Survey has liberated and _inspired the 

moder� cartographer by underpi?ning � new kmd o� m�p, 

the kind known as thematic, in which a wide range of s_cientific 

and scholarly ideas can find expression. In the thematic are1_1a, 

even today, mapmakers can retain a larg� me�sure of creative 

individuality; as you can appreciate by hstenmg_ to the ot�er 

geographers represented in this series, or better still by readmg 

the lectures when they appear as an illustrated book. 

7. Placenames and Change 
in the Irish Landscape 

Patrick O'Flanagan 

111 

Words are signals, counters, they are not immortal. It can 
happen that a civilisation can become imprisoned in a 
linguistic contour that no longer matches the landscape of 
fact. 1 

In an age where powerful economic, cultural and political 
influences are placing what sometimes appear as inexorable 
pressures on different societies everywhere to conform to 
specific sets of values and behaviour the distinctive attributes 
of many societies are being submerged. The visitor to Ireland 
is struck by the impact of telling modernisation processes as 

, expressed in the revolution in rural housing and reshaping of 
our cities, towns and villages. A glance at the necrology 
published by any leading newspaper here may startle the 
prescient visitor as it indicates not just a galaxy offamily names 
but also a highly varied catalogue of named places, usually 
the names of townlands. Bilingual road-signs also alert visitor 
and native alike to the apJ�arently�� but relatively)iroite_d 
range of Irish placenames. Our awareness of these facets of 
the Irish landscape is further sharpened by an examination of 
any Ordnance Survey county index sheet which depicts the 
names and approximate dimensions of all our 68,000 o_dd_ 

f townlands. In a country where very significant discontinuities 
' exist in the landscape it is impressive to recall the durable and 

longstanding continuity in certain territorial structures and 
the placenames associated with them. 

-- ---- -

A transect across any townland index sheet reveals the kinds 

of placenames we are dealing with. Starting on the southern 
tip of the Blackwater estuary in C0unty Waterford, for 
example, and moving northwards along the river, we 
encounter such places as Monatray, Prospecthall, Black Bog, 
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The Shaping of Ireland Pill Park, Ticknock, Ardsallagh, D'Loughtane, Coolbagh, Glenassy, Dromore, Ballynacourty, Dromana, Mount Rivers and Affane. How do we make any sense of such an apparently bewildering array of placenames? What do they tell us about 

\ the laces so named and the eo le who bestowed the names? ow old are the and what factors have encoura ed t eir survival? What have lacenames ot to do with eo ra h ? Unlike other contributions to this series this essay focuses directly upon a particularly well defined area, that is, placenames which most historica geograp ers would consider as an auxiliary source material. Placenames resent the researcher with excitin ossibilities but their utilisation c ls 
or man skills. We can concur with G. R. tew s concep- l tion of a lacename as bein one or more words used to indi- ,� /. cate�ote and identify a particular place. Many placenames 

have evolved over time w · e some ew ave been bequeathed by identifiable namers. Such a distinction is, albeit, not always significant because lacenames form art of the �ritage � an sodet or civilisation. G_eogra hers would consider 
I _placenames as bein art of a cultural anasca � icn-has been.,:uid is b�ing continuously transformed to ___!!!eet the 

e'ri encies of its inhabitants. It is composed of 2.!!.ch basic 
elements as houses, fields, enclosures and roads. Less obvious but �o less significant components of cultural landscapes include furm and family names, networks and surfaces of movement founded u on work leisure apd kin._ Our brief is to evaluate how _placenames can <:_ontribute to our understandin of chan e in former _fultural landscapes in Ireland. In such a quest the geographer must rely heavily on · the expertise of other scholars, notably etymologists, who can sometimes date placenames on the basis of their form. In this regard it is important to stress that one of the achievements 

of medieval Gaelic society was the development of a distinctive discipline referred to now as Dinnseanchas. This term i& often now inelegantly translated to 'topography'. Dinnseanchas in reality amounted to much more than the felicitous description and naming of places; it involved the delimitation of boundaries, occasionall the sug estion of o�shi and, sometimes, assessment of land- uality. In all it amounted to a mode 
of medieval land valuation, a f or�runner to the great surveys 
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of the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries . We are fo�nate that some of these tracts have survived and they furmsh a shadowy glimpse of some elements of the pre Anglo-Nor�an territorial organisation of the cultural l�dscape and their placenames. One tract is available for the middle. Bla_ckwater valley of Co. Cork and it inspects an area extend�g mto Counties Limerick, Tipperary and Waterford compnsmg two triucha (districts) ·which are subdivided into �en separ�te tuatha (subregions); these tuatha are partitioned �to a senes of baile denominations (place, home, farm, holdmg and/or settlement). From our perspective the names ?equeathed to the baile units are most interesting . We may ms�a°:c� so�e of the following anglicised forms, Clondulane (� Dillane s mea�ow), Kilcoran (Coran's church), Ballard (high pass) _and Kildrum (church on the ridge). Most of the tuatha are given family names, though one of them refers to the glen of the yew trees; this is also the case with some of the_ s°;aller �enominations, for example, Sonnach Gobann (the smith s  palisade). I?dee� the over-riding concern of the enu�er�tor was to identify the boundaries of each holding, specify its occupants and describe the tenurial conditions. Furt?ermore the �ent_ral 12lace in each tuath is recognised by n�mm_g and l�catlng its church. A substantial number of the 
l lacenames refer to th� physical characteristics of the area for exam .le, Na Rinnd{ (the headlands) and M6naidh Mh6ir (the extensive heath). - -So�e nam�s even· refer to l�se

.,
_such as Ceapach Jngine Ferch�1r (t e tillage plot of Fraher's daughtert Another subst�ti_al rou of lacenames refer to �e.&JJlar nd eGClesiastic buildi

i:i
gs fro� churc�es to ring-forts and cahers. A cursory anal�sis of this tract yields a rare insight into die way a former Gaelic lands.cape �as named and organised and emphasises t�e manner m which lan_d was defined socially on the basis of kin-groups. Such _tracts, mfrequent as they are, serve to remind us about the dens�ty of history in those parts of Ireland which have been occupied for milleniums and this particular tract sho_ that ma? lacenames familiar to us toda would also l>e at ho� m . �rts of medieval Ireland. Hence many ..£!acenames on this_:sland are often ancient and tenacious. Most placenames in Ireland have undergone linguistic 

-

_.. 
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change. ay_c.ont ast to man other ar�s of Europe, language -change has been frequent and sometimes. a _ruJ;lt here and 
etymological studies have revealed several s1gmfic�nt ch_ang�s in form .. New placenames have replaced old; maJor shifts m orthoggphy have transpired as _p_lacename� were recorded �nd an . . c:d between the seventeenth and nmeteenth ce�tunes. The dating of Irish J?lacenames is further exacerbated by the f: et that few were documented before the seventeenth century. a Most placenames in official curr�n�y hav� at least late medieval or early modern origins. This is cert�mly true of the ma·ority of our townland names. �y companson the na�e� be;towed on many prominent physical features such as penm sulas, hills and lowlands are ol�er still. We �ay say �he same about those names given to maJor water-bodies, for mstance, bays lakes and rivers. Field names, by contrast, appear to be gene�ally of nineteenth century origin. Hence fe"". plac_ena!11es today indicate either the conditions or the 1mphcat1ons suggested by the name. Elm trees are almost surely a�sent at Ballinlevane (Baile an Leamhain - place of the elm) as I� holly from Tircullen ( Tfr Chuilinn - land o�hol�y trees). � �his way lacenames may be regarded as sp�al k��rdi1ves s:_r�ing to remind us ofThe way_earlier inha61tants evaluated or perceived.their new surroundm �-Successive groups who immigrated to Ire�and . or who moved around the island were confronted with, m many instances landscapes which were long .settled and named. lndeed rdany Irish townland names had already been_rec?rd�d and partially anglicised prior to the intensive colomsat1on m the second half of the seventeenth century. T�e net result of the plantations and their aftermath, so far �s Ins� placenames d Was not to produce a new mtrus1ve reference are concerne , . system but rather the general anglicisation of extant namesf thou h of course, some new ones were added. The :"_or� o O'C�r;y and O'Donovan brought this process of anghc1sat1on to a close. Their brief, as agents Qf the ordnance survey, w�s essentially to provide standardisecl and acceptable names i_n En lish for inclusion on ordnance survey maps. The1r res�arch, documented in the so_-�alled ordnance survey Letter-B k nd Name-Books is a cnt1cal source for the student of oo s a • C, · ., L · Irish placenames. The foundation of An ommun ogam-
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mneacha in the 1940s, as a branch of the ordnance survey, signalled an effort on behalf of the new state to re-gaelicise 
our official placenames. This kind of effort may be viewed as part of a wider attempt to recreate a Gaelic milieu at that time. /1 Essentially all Irish placenames can be divided into two ·'ihajor classes. First we may recognise those names which refer to the inanimate wo�ound us and these placenames can be regarded as environmental names. There are also cultural names which denote elements which have been modified by human activity. In each case there are a series of basic or generic element�, such as hill or house, which are widely accepted as such. Environmental names can be divided into three classes. To begin with there are toponyms which refer to the leading physifal features familiar to us; cnoc, hill; fother, a headland; magh, a lowland; rinn; a promontory and riasc, a marsh. Bionyms indicate names with plant or animal associations: por(ach bog; tor, bush; reidh, level moorland; scairt, shrubbery and coil/, wood. Finally, hydronyms are names given to waterbodies: cuas, creek; inbhear, estuary; loch, lake; abhainn, river and lobar, well. -
Cultural names refer to such items as houses, tithe; land units and measures, sucfi as baile, place, homestead, lands or gn{omh, a twelfth part of a batle; enclosures wbich include ggrra{, a field orfal, a hedge; land use, ban, fallow land or cluain. a meadow and buildings such as eaglais, church or muileann, mill. 

, Many of the cultural names can be further subdivided into t�o classes in terms of whetheu_hey imply possession or corn. memoration. Indeed ownership is one of the key connotations 
offiish placenames as they serve not only to indicate site but to designate possession. / Commemoration is also important as many placenames I recall e�ents, incidents and traditions as seen from within local communities. Two examples may suffice here. B6thar na g<;j.ia_,aigheach refers to a settlement of Kerry migratory p�to-diggers who established themselves on the outskirts ofClonmel in the nineteenth century. The names of many of our early Christian churches bear the names of the founders. ( Neat classifications have the advantage of, at least, appearing useful but for most country people they may lack reality. 

• 
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The people who created our placenames wer uall m�ki�_,g 
hard;headedjudgements of land c�pa�ility. �hile a ma�?�ity 
of our placenames may simply indicate si�es by �tilismg 
generic terms reinforced by descriptive adjec�ve� which refer 
to colour, shape, size and texture,_ many ad1ectives are us�d 

to.indicate land quality. The-folle;wrng l0Gal,n�es.fi:.QJil Ern�, 
County..May.Q illustrate this point: An Mhalaidh Shleamhain 

/ (t�P.P.£!..Y. slop..s)., An Screig..(the ,rough stony_ground), An 

Lag Eliuch (the wet hollow), An Pal Garbh (the rough enclo
sure) and Tamhnaighana..._bhFea (the meadow of the rushes�. 
These kinds of placenames impress u_s not on ac _count of their 
lyrical undertones but rather as ros_aic and crucial land evalu
ations. Besides estimating land quality many placenames have 

been endowed specifically to identify hazards such as sub
merged rocks at sea and treacherous land for cattle and sheep·. The American essayist, Emerson, once wrote that America 
'is whitewashed all over by unmeaning i:ames, the c�st-off 
clothes of the countries from which the emigrants cari:ie. S�ch 

• strictures imply that we can learn nothing from our mtrusi_ve 

' names. Jn the historical g!;,2graphy of most Euro.p.ea1: countries 

th processes of colonisation, assimilation, absorptmn, adap-
/ tation, segr_egation and transformation form some of the 

dominant themes of research. Each _gr�>Up w�o came and set
tled in Ireland in the post early Christian penod found them
selves_in.M_eas which had already been settle _d a�d named to a 

' reate� or lesser degree. ne method of considering the ser�ad 

and.impact of these movements is to assess the deg�ee t? wfoch 

intrusiv� oames..have oeen introauc�d and �am�ame�. A 
recent study has shown that aspects of the spatial dm�e.osions 
of the Anglo-Norman settlement in Irela1:d �an be m�erred 
from an analysis of the distribution of a hmi�ed n�moer of 
generic elements, notably the suffi;, town

'. 
as �n Mamstown, 

Maughanstown and Mortlestown. Town m Irish placenames 

does nQt signify a large settlement, but simply the_ f�rm or 
holding occupied by a family of Anglo-Nor_man origm such 

as B-;_rry, B arret or Roche. Townlands bearing sue� su xes 

are noticeably concentrated in the east of the country, m Co�n

d

-
. ·o bl' Kildare Meath east Westmeath and Wexfor , ties u m, , • · d lid in the ·area where we know that the Normans game a so 
foothold. Reducing the scale of investigation to a county level 

., 
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it is possible to suggest, in some instances, that shar and well e me oun anes existed at one time etween zones of Gaelic and Norman settlement. In County Cork for example the Gor.e.zone.of Anglo-Norman sett ement was estabiisliea m die -,.eastern half of the county in the valleys of the Bandon Lee ' and Blackwater._4 A north-south frontier extending from

,But
te'\tall.t,.-tlu:ough Mallow to Innishannon and on to the coast at.Ximoleague can be recognised in a line of medieval boroughs and.market towns. To the west of this area few town suffixes 
occur..and most of the placenames which indicate settlement I are o_£Ga�c origin, such as dun (a fort) and rath (a ring-fort). Historians have drawn our attention to the so-called Gaelic resurgence of the late thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. It 

has b�_en argued that this slow but relentless territorial realign
m�nt is rep�esented onomastically in some areas by the prefix 
batle (anghcised Bally) replacing the suffix town. Such an attrac
tive interpretation must be qualified, however, by the fact that 
baile as_ an element in Irish placenames predates the term town. "f,o, Bally is by far t�e most frequent element found in Irish placena�es and li�e the suffix town, it is employed with a great variety of family names, both Gaelic and Anglo-Norman and with other elements as well, Ballycastle and B allynamona, for example. Documents referring to places in the fourteenth 
century show, however, that the elements baile and town were �terchangeable in meaning. In parts of east County Cork, for mstance, there _seems �o hav� been a transformation of many 
town elements mto batle. This process was repeated in other part _s of the c�>U�try. There also appears to have been a significant mcrease m the number of baile type names. The evidence, complex and elusive as it is, seems to indicate not only resurgence but also a significant extension of the settled area 
during this period. It is also worth mentioning that by the seventeenth century 
such townland elements as caher (a fort), rath (a ring-fort), 
Jarran (a pl�ughlan?), ceapach (a cleared tillage plot), gort (a field) and trian {a third part) were all interchangeable in meaning with baile or town. They all referred to owned leased ?cc��ied and/or worked land or holdings held jointiy or b; mdividuals. The so-called New English who settled during and after 
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the major seventeenth century plantations opted al�ost at once to use the pre-existing townland structure as their land 
allotment system. This development had many important implications, not least the fact that the townland names became institutionalised though many experienced the process of anglicisation. It is mainly as a consequence of this that they sur-- vived to this day. In some cases there was considerably greater 
alteration as new placenames replaced older ones. Among the most frequent New English elements are the folowing: brook, 
close, court, dale, demesne, grove, hill, lawn, park and ville . . A former traditionalist professor of the National University wrote about these in the following way. 'Can anything surpass the absurdity of our Lakefields, where there are no lakes, our Hollywoods without holly or woods, our .rro.spec�s �nd Belleviews from which nothing can be seen. Pmpomtmg those areas where significant displacement occurred has cr�cial implications. It may help us appreciate the lo�al and regional nature of New English settlements and besides, where the evidence allows, enable us to reconstruct elements of the landscape prior to its modification by the settlers. 

1 Let us take the zone around Tallow in the Cork/Waterford borderlands as an example of an area where the study of placename. displacement_ can be meaningful . Parts of this district expenenced late Elizabethan and early seventeenth century immigration and settlement. 
Extant form 

Snug borough 
Moorehill 
Janeville 
Fountain 
Glencaim 
Rasberry hill 
Ralph 
Waterpark 

Gaelic form 

Baile na mBodach 
Baile Mic Sheonaigh 
Tfr Cuilleann 
Cill Fionntain 
Baile an Gharran 
An Ceathramha Laire 
Baile an R:iithe 
Baile na Glaise 

Translation J 

Churl's home/place 
Jenning's home/place 
Holly lands 
Fintan's church 
Place of the holding 
The middle quarter 
The place of the rath 
Holding/place of the 
stream With some names in this area it is feasible to trace various I stages in their metamorphosis; one such example is Ceann 

Muice (the pig's head) which became Canmucky in the early 
- .. . ... 
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1 19 the more gentee! form ofHeadborough which it retains today. The degree of displacement has been most intense on the best lowlands of the area and concealed below the new names is a layer of older placenames which indicates pre-plantation settlement. The presence of these kinds of intrusive names st�e�ses a novel dimension in the creation of an anglicised milieu and they furnish a spatial reference system to suit the tastes and the requirements of the settlers . By way of contrast, on the poorer uplands to the south of Tallow few New English placenames are found. Much of this 

area was reclaimed from bog and moor in a piecemeal manner in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and most of the placenames are toEonyms of Gaelic origin. They echo its difficult character both for farming and settlement, for example, G.wJ1!11-.1jg_gCloch (the glen of the stones), Corran na Sceithe (peaked_ hill oft?e _white t�orn) and M6in Fionn (white bog) . In · this way it is possible to derive a crude outline of the nature of sequent occupation in this area. Clearly the earliest settlements were associated with the array of medieval ecclesiastical foundations which are all located on the rich lowlands of the zone. The evidence also firmly indicates that most �f the placen�mes bearing bally as a prefix denote pre-plantat10n occupation. Subsequent transformations in the area are confirmed by the presence of New English names and the placenames of Gaelic origin which record the high water mark of settlement on the inhospitable uplands. It is true to record that few institutions have left their mark 
on placenames on this island, the great exception being, of course, the Clu:istian church. As yet, few attempts have been made to examine thematically the onomastic contribution of the church. The anglicised element kill is a frequent prefix, 
and, as we would expect, it is the commonest element in civil parish names. It has been shown that names with the kill element often date as far back as the sixth century, but not all 
of them_are as ancient. There are several other prominent ecclesiastical terms in Irish placenames; these include: eaglais, domnach, lann, congbail (a church) ; cillfn (a graveyard); d{sert (a hermitage); grainseach (a monastic farm) ; mainistir (a monas-, . .  " ; . . .. . . .. . . 
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central places. But a note of caution must be sounded_ here; 

that is, most Irish.ecclesiastical si!:es have names often without 

any ecclesiastical implicatiqrrs for exam le, Armagh and also 

Deevinish, Co. Fermanagh. We are fortunate that the late Dr 

Deirdre Flanagan has shown that the most comi:non toponyms 

associated with ecclesiastical elements ar� cluat� �a �eadow), 

inis (a wat__e�ow,�niili.m:l) ..@,d ..dr.u!_m _(u1dg�) - Slie as 

also argued in the case of the �le�en_t cluain that 1t pre-da�es 

the ecclesiastical term thereb md1catmg that the early Chns

tian church was attracted to mas which already had settled 

communities. This may have been the case at �lonfert and 

Clonmacnoise on the Shannon. Today many of the places 

bearing placenames with eccle���ical associati�s stand out 

as ruins in the landscape, _.,!_emm3mg us of one o the great 

unconformities in the Irish cultural landscape. 
While many parish andtownland names are �elatively old, 

this is not usually the case with the names which have be�n 

bestowed on fields, enclosures and many smaller topographic 

features. Indeed, the majority of these kinds of p�acenam�s 

have never been· or will never be recorded and t�eir analysis 

poses different types of problems.  They are difficult, for 

example, to date as few of them have been docume?ted. M�ny 

of these placenames tend to function as com��mty archives 

especially in those parts of Ireland where traditions are trans

ferred orally from one generatio':1 to.another. In ot�er wor_ds, 

in the absence of archival material, it may be possibl�, us1?g 

local -placenames and the lore associated with them, to identify 

some of the forces and processes which have led to. c�an�e 

within the community and to reconstruct their expression m 

the landscape. In this reg<\rd some aspects of a re�ent s_tudy 

undertaken in the Irish-speaking townland of Kilgalligan, 

Erris, Co. Mayo merit our attention. 7 Placenames �here re_fes 

to the practice of a distinctive mode of sheep-h�rdmg �hich 

entailed the erection of. temporary shelters for these animals 

on the mountain commonage called rannrachaf and ot�er 

kinds of shelters were..devised on the commonage for shearing 

sheep in late spring and early summer. These are r�fer�ed t� 
as seoil Joscaidh. Many of the areas where useful wild pla_nts 

� , r .� 1 - 1 _ _ _ ... ,_ __ C'- - _ .... 1 .... - -
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types of sweet rushes which were formerly employed as a 

curative for cattle illnesses. Other placenames in this Mayo 
townland recalled a former mode of irrigating 6lled land. A 
series of dams were erected on sloping land so that in times 
of water shortage a mixture of cattle manure, seaweed, clay, 
clachmhoin (the bottom layer of a turf bank) and water were 

sluiced through a series of improvised channels on to the tilled 
land. In addition, a significant number of placenames had 
'otherworld' associations as they indicated certain places 
which possessed ominous taboo associations . These kinds of 
implications helped to preserve these sites. For example, up 
to quite recently townland and stripe boundaries were 

regarded by many with an especial type of awe and hence the 

land, irrespective of its quality, adjacent to these enclosures 
remained fallow at all times. 

In these contexts placenames act as a eneral reference for 
a community and they testify to the intricate and often very 
durable relationships that have evolved between a communit 
and its territory. An analysis of these kinds of placenames and 
the local lore belonging to them also enhances our appreciation 
of how local communities view their collec;tive develo_Ement 
as each placename functi0ns in a dual sense as a time/space 

benchmark. 
Townland names by contrast rarely yield information about 

social conditiohs. There are, however:, some exceptions. 
Ballynateigue (place of the Teigue's) , a townland name in 
County Waterford refers to a group of O'Sullivans from the 
west of County Cork, who were initially migrantJabourers. 
Joulterspark is a townland in Dungarvan named after a squatter 

settlement of itinerant fish retailers, called joulters, who used 
to live on the outskirts of that town. It is, however, relatively ,J. 
rare for townland names to indicate occupational status. , · 

To date few attempts have been directed towards examining 
names which in some cases have become placenames and in 
other cases are still in the process of becoming placenames.  
Here we are referring to street names in urban areas and house 
and estate names, which have been endowed by individuals, 
pr:_ivate d�velopers and corporations. The relative anonymity 
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. b t d on individual 
often highly pretentious names es owe 

residences and entire estate developments. These are our new 

placenames whose story must also be told. 

123 
------------------------

8 .  Man, Landscape and Roads : 
The Changing Eighteenth Century 

L.  M. Cullen 

Today's outside visitor, English or continental, to Ireland is 
struck by the relative poverty of the island in medieval or early 
modern dwellings and urban ensembles. Apart from the 
ruined churches and castles, there is little. The ruined tower 
houses themselves, numerous in some regions, are 
predominantly from the sixteenth century, and were in fact 
being built up to the middle of the seventeenth century. Their 
existence and survival illustrate the fallacy of attributing the 
absence of a rich heritage of building to war, because the 
predominant surviving structures were in fact erected in the 
period in which war in Ireland was at its most destructive. 
Apart from these structures, the landscape is almost barren of 
early standing structures. Moreover, what there is is almost 
exclusively rural, emphasising the lack of a significant legacy 
of medieval urban building. The towns almost all lack a 
medieval character. In the ports, this is perhaps inevitable 
because their rapid and almost abrupt expansion in the 
eighteenth century swept much that was older away. But other 
towns retaining a sense of a long past such as Carlingford, 
Trim, Roscrea, Athenry or Kilkenny are few. Even when the 
town's origins are earlier the streetscape is predominantly of 
the eighteenth century. Indeed, many, and perhaps most 
towns, are creations of the eighteenth century. Towns as far 
apart as Casdebar, Tullamore, Mitchelstown and Tralee are 
eighteenth-century foundations. They do not possess a single 
residence or scarcely any ruins or outlines of earlier structures. 
This is a great contrast with England, France or other 
European countries wheire towns usually have a solid core of 
old buildings, erected and modified over the centuries, 
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